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Transcendence
Transgender
Transition
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Transdiscipline
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Transformation
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*Act TWO Sunday November 5th, 2PM-4PM - Artists TBA
* Act THREE Wednesday December 13th, 7PM-9PM - Artists TBA

**************************************************
About Milk and Night Curatorial:
An independent curatorial concept by artist and performance director Coco Dolle, Milk and Night explores
contemporary art and feminism. Focusing on inter-generational and inter-sectional conversations Milk and
Night Curatorial projects have been exhibited at SPRING/BREAK Art Show, SELECT Fair Miami, SENSEI Gallery,
The Untitled Space and The Lodge Gallery. Recent press includes Forbes, Artnet, Creators Project/VICE,
Purple Magazine and HuffPost. Insta: @milkandnightcuratorial
About Catinca Tabacaru Gallery:
Representing fourteen artists from five continents, Catinca Tabacaru Gallery takes a nuanced and
empathetic approach to projects, gravitating towards art that impacts the self and society. In 2017, the
Gallery opened its second location in Harare, Zimbabwe. The Gallery expands past its walls with the CTG
Collective, which creates valuable dialogue and collaboration with artists embedded in different cultures.
Insta: @catincatabacaru

present

TRANS-Ville // Act ONE // ARTISTS
Christen Clifford --> TRANSformation

Lindsay Dye --> TRANSlation

Photo courtesy of Lindsay Dye

Photo by Meghan Wachter
Christen Clifford is a feminist performance artist, writer and curator. Christen is on the
faculty at The New School and a core member of the No Wave Performance Task
Force. Her work explores sexuality and power, gender and motherhood. She has been
exhibited and performed at the New Museum , The Culture Project, PS122, Grace
Exhibition Space, Panoply Performance Lab Postmasters Gallery and abroad in
Slovenia and Canada. Insta: @cd_clifford

Lindsay Dye is a performance artist exploring notions of temporality between reality and digital life.
She holds an MFA from Pratt Institute and is a regular writer for Gallery Gurls. Her work has been
exhibited and performed internationally including at Novella Gallery (NYC), The Society of Korea
Photography, Dissenters' Gallery (UK). Dye’s work was recently featured in Ravelin Magazine and
Vice Magazine. Insta: @dyelindsay

Jahmal B. Golden --> TRANSition

The Henry --> TRANSgressive
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Photo by Sam McKenna
His work

Jahmal B. Golden is a NYC-based trans-femme POC artist who is constantly

explores the perception between the public and the private transforming

finding new ways of conveying their intersectional existence through their

the body with performance art and object making. The Henry was

creative abstractions. They spend most of their time pondering the pendulum

recently featured on the Downtown Kids TV 2017 and is a regular

that swings between ‘nature’ and ‘grace’ - measuring the predictable force

contributor to Massive Goods & the Bubble_T collective. Insta:

that propels them back and forth in daily meditations. Golden's recent

@henryisreading

exhibitions include New Museum, Current Projects Gallery (FL) and ArtSpace

The Henry is a public entity of the private self of Henry Lau.

Mexico. Their work was featured in Posture Magazine and I-D Magazine. Insta:
@chatnoir______

Jennifer Elster —> TRANSaction
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Jerome AB --> TRANSlucency
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Jennifer Elster is an American experimental artist, filmmaker, writer,

Jerome AB is a Kenyan-born movement artist, choreographer and

photographer, performer. Evolving in the New York underground

architectural designer based in Brooklyn, NY and a member of the

since a teenager, Elster has collaborated with such artists as David

experimental dance collective Otion Front Studio. While his

Bowie and Yoko Ono. Her body of work explores human

practice incorporates various disciplines such as installation art

psychology, examines existential territories and a deeper

and dance, his body of work at large focuses on an on-going

awareness of our current world crisis. She has performed at the

video performance series featuring an expressionless humanoid

New Museum along Jonas Mekas, and exhibited her video art at

character. Jerome has recently performed with the dance duo

Central Booking along with Carolee Schneemann and Kate Millett.

FlucT for an event commissioned by Performa at The Lever House.

Elster's work has been featured in Whitewall magazine, The Art

Insta: @_slug

Newspaper, The Huffington Post, Blouin Art Info and Rolling Stone.
Insta: @jenniferelster

